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By Stephen Dunn

WW Norton & Co. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Lines of Defense: Poems, Stephen
Dunn, In his seventeenth collection of poetry, Pulitzer Prize winner Stephen Dunn confronts the lines
we fight against and the ones we draw for ourselves. Lines of Defense poignantly captures the
absurdities of modern life, expectations derailed, the lived life juxtaposed to the imagined life, and
the defences we don to make do. The poems in Lines of Defense are wry and elegiac, precisely
observed and wide-reaching. As with the best of Dunn's work, they take stock of the quotidian
aspects of life, of the essential comedy of getting through the day: finding a lost cat; not being
invited to a party; taking a granddaughter to a carnival. The lines of defense are the lines of the
verse itself, as poetry forms a stronghold against mortality. This essential volume showcases a poet
writing at the height of his powers.
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Thorough information! Its this kind of very good read. It is writter in basic words and not hard to understand. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you question me).
-- Roel B og isich Sr .-- Roel B og isich Sr .

This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom  Fisher-- Tom  Fisher
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